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A PATH TO A BETTER YOU.

WHERE  DO  THOUGHTS  COME  FROM?

Well, obviously they start in the brain but where

do they come from and why?

 

It's called Personalization.

 

When we see something, there is a moment in

between what we saw and what we think.

 

That moment is there, but we barely notice it.

 

Our brain filters through automation from past

experiences, memories, and wiring in order to

give you what you need quickly so that you don't

waste time.

 

Essentially, the brain cares about efficiency.

 

Unfortunately, sometimes that automation

doesn't serve us and causes us stress.
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A PATH TO A BETTER YOU.

HOW  DO  WE  CHANGE  OUR  THOUGHTS?

We change our thoughts by first becoming aware

of the moment in between what happened

(which I will call the Fact) and what we choose to

think about it (your Personalization).

 

Use this visual below to see what happens 90% of

the time.
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   Fact              Personalization             Stress
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1. An email marked high priority arrives in your inbox

2. You think, "I can't believe there is another request at this hour.

How am I supposed to get it all done?"

3. The result is that you feel stressed and likely rush to get it

completed.

 

 

 



A PATH TO A BETTER YOU.

SOLUTION  ORIENTED  THINKING

Solution Oriented Thinking harnesses the power of

the moment in between what happened (Fact of

Life) and how you decide to Personalize the

experience.

 

Use the visual below to see how a new, better

serving outcome can be a result of better thoughts.
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   Fact                  Personalization       Relaxed
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1. An email marked high priority arrives in your inbox.

2. Pause. Notice. Choose a new thought.

3. You think, "I probably would have done the same thing. I got this.

I'm the type of person that can handle this no problem!"

4. The result is that you feel empathy AND you feel good about

undertaking the task at hand.

 



A PATH TO A BETTER YOU.

WHY  IS  THIS  SO  IMPORTANT?

The reason why this is incredibly important to your

future, let alone your mental health is simple:

 

YOUR THOUGHTS WILL PERPETUATE OR CHANGE

YOUR CURRENT CIRCUMSTANCE.

 

Here's how:

 

               Things happen

                                         You get to choose your                          

 thought 

                      What you think determines how you

feel 

                   What you feel determines how you act

                        You either perpetuate your current

life or move forward

 

*****Unless you change how you Personalize, you will

REACT the same way each and every time resulting

in the same pattern of your life.*****

 

Life operates very simply, yet we humans make it

much more difficult than we ever need to.
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FACT: 
PERSONALIZATION: 

EMOTION:

ACTION:
OUTCOME:



A PATH TO A BETTER YOU.

A  REAL  LIFE  EXAMPLE

Let's use another real life example so that we can

understand this further.

 

            Someone compliments the good work you     

have done.

                                        "They're just saying that to

be nice."

                     Distrust

                 Smile curtly, say thank you. 

                        Create distance.

 

What you have created here is a scenario in which

every time someone compliments you, whether it is

your work, your hair, your smile, your generosity, you

will always walk away disbelieving their

compliment and create distance.

 

They key here is to understand two things:

 

1. The magical moment in between the Fact &

Personalization

2. Your responsibility starts with choosing how you

Personalize by the thought you decide to think
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FACT:

PERSONALIZATION:

EMOTION:
ACTION: 
OUTCOME:



A PATH TO A BETTER YOU.

A  BETTER  FUTURE

When we choose to harness the power of the

moment prior to Personalization you can choose to

change your circumstance and therefore your

future.

 

 

            Someone compliments the good work you     

have done.

                                         "I am appreciating the

compliment. I appreciate myself."

                     Confidence

                  Graciously say thank you and deepen the

conversation.

                       Create deeper connections with

myself and others.

 

 

How you choose to Personalize will determine your

experience, your actions, and ultimately your future.

 

How will you choose to shape your future?
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FACT:

PERSONALIZATION:

EMOTION:
ACTION:

OUTCOME:
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GET  GOOD  AT  CATCHING  THE  MOMENT

We were never taught that we own our thoughts.

 

It is just assumed that things are bad or good,

therefore we think XYZ.

 

But really, everything is simply NEUTRAL.

 

And our THOUGHTS determine how we FEEL.

 

Period.

 

So the question to ask yourself is,

 

"WHAT NEW THOUGHT WOULD BETTER SERVE ME

IN THIS MOMENT?"

 

Once you get better at choosing the right thought

you start living the experience you truly want ON

PURPOSE!

 

To your massive success & wellness,
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